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It's always been a pleasure to share the things that make me smile. Thanks to the
additional efforts of my good friend Mr Sawyer I now have the ability to nudge those
previously beyond my reach. Our intension here is to provide a platform for anyone
with an interest in communicating their ideas, a window into other peoples ways of
working and thinking about what they do (a valuable perspective when trying to bridge
the gap between your work and passions can still seem like belting the round peg
through the square hole). It's going to become apparent to you quite quickly that
writing (particularly interviews) is not my forte but hopefully my desire to share this
hunger for exposure to interesting ideas can in some way compensate. Each of the
articles/features in this issue are the results of various requests I've made of others
and I'd like to express my gratitude to everyone who responded with such enthusiasm.
Future issues are going to be just as reliant on interested parties getting in touch,
so if you've got something to share, step up and get involved. Some of the articles
have links to related media, we're not too sure how well this is all going to work but
it's there to be enjoyed so if it's not working for you, get in touch and we'll do what
we can to hook you up. I'll leave it at that for now except to say that this is very
much an open project, as much for people to use to their benefit as it is for
others entertainment. If you think you may have anything to contribute or
even just some comments or feedback to give, we'd love to hear from you.

EDITOR: ROB LYNAM
ART DIRECTION: STEVE SAWYER
Many thanks to everyone involved
in this issues content: Mike Hirst, Rachel Whiting, Erik Skodvin, Rup & Steve Clear,
Sixtoo & Ferdinand Hall, Suridh Hassan, Odisie, Tim Grabham, Tim Shaw and
while we're at it, much love to all our friends both near and far. Here's to staying
positive about the future ;)
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by Mike Hirst

It's pretty ironic; I'm trying to write something witty, modern yet fashionably kitsch about
being creative, and the damn subject has given me a complete creative block.
I really don't have the foggiest idea what to write about creativity; what is creativity?
Everything's creative, and everyone has at least one major and deeply fascinating
talent I reckon, even if it isn't one that is recognised or admired in this day and age;
some hobby or ability that would have brought them fame and celebrity were they
to be born in another age. People dress with flair, people make dresses with flair,
people dress cakes with flair creativity is everywhere! I might as well be trying to
write an interesting story about Oxygen; hmm, Carbon twins, let's get together and
make sweet liquid.. actually there may be something in that!
Creativity does have its time and place, it has to be said. The office is not such
a place. The suits may well reel off their spiel about thinking outside the box and
brainstorming to you in a bid to convince you that it does belong there, yet my
distinctly creative attempt to resolve a heated debate in the monthly board meeting
by seeing what the entrails of a freshly sacrificed chicken foretold was not received
well. They have yet to perceive how useful a little voodoo would be in the office,
although perhaps a little of their overreaction was caused by my sacrificing the
chicken in front of them with a large carving knife: after all it was a very valuable
table. Now, and here, is the time and place for creativity however. Some small spark
of inspiration would really be a bonus right now. My spark somehow appears to be
defying the laws of physics by sucking in light instead of emitting it; the whole process
of thinking about creativity has bizarrely caused me to slump into a state of negativecreativity. Not all is lost though, Goths would pay a fortune for this kind of thing; I could
charge them to write this whole thing about creativity for me and everyone will be a
winner!! At least if you're an artist you can go all conceptual at times like these, fling a
few globs of paint at a canvas in a sensational way, nick a few lines of poetry and wait
out the dry patch till your muse returns!! I'm joking of course, so don't get all offended actually to be fair you have it easy anyway because at least you can show people your
work and they'll be able to appreciate it straight away! You just don't get the same

reaction when you've written something, a clump of words waggled in front of their
noses just doesn't have the same immediate appeal as a nice piece of art!
In fact I quite often have to bribe people to read my stuff; sneakily lure them in by
offering them a meal then pounce with the writing when it's too late for them to go:
you'll see the horror in their faces too, they'll kind of paw at it, leaf through it to check
how long it is (there's a tip for any budding writers out there; keep it ridiculously short
or no-one will want to read it!) and then try to subtly hide it under a cushion when I'm
not looking! The reaction once they've read it is hard to gauge too: you would say it
was good wouldn't you, just out of politeness, if you'd just read someone's story!
It's not like you can tell by their faces either - they've been ploughing through the thing
for a quarter of an hour, the last ten minutes of which they probably spent working out
which compliment to use when they finish! But it's fun, so you persevere, and dodge
the hints, and gradually notice that your friends stop coming round and before you
know it you're a regular on speakers corner competing for an audience with a small
angry besuited man who worships sea urchins and the equally furious members of
the cheese appreciation society! Maybe writers need more gimmicks, a bit more
pazazz to stand out in this day and age. I mean if you mention art and formaldehyde
in the same sentence to someone then there's a reasonable chance that they'll think
of my artistic sur-namesake. He's got a gimmick and it works and that's why, from
this point on, I really must urge anyone thinking about printing this off to trim the
printed page into a neat triangle. People will see you in a new light as the owner of
an interesting and modern looking piece of literature, I'll gradually become known as
the writer who writes in triangle and whenever anyone wants a piece of triangular
fiction they'll come to me. It goes without saying that this should really be funded by
some kind of pyramid scheme!
Somehow my fingers have blindly fumbled a few words onto the screen, have created
something (although I'm not sure what it is) and this clump of words really has reached
that all-important cut off point where the internal MTV clicker of your mind is harrying
you to see what is over the page. Cue the ending, which is also a really hard bit to do:
I mean how do you end a piece of writing, especially one this random? There's the
formal I thank you from the bottom of my heart for reading this far, I am deeply and
gratefully honoured by your attention but that's just so 1904. I could just leave you
wanting more (alright, frankly I'm just deluding myself at this point) but no, it is modern
but still doesn't feel right. No, my creative whim is back in the nick of time, and is
insisting on the Springer-style summing up I'm afraid! (Paternal voice,knowing glint
of the eye) there was once a crafty French writer called Huysmans, who wrote some
astonishingly good books many years ago and he described writing as being like
painting, because his words and sentences were like individual brushstrokes which
combined to create a masterpiece. And that's why writing can be so satisfying; it might
take 10,000 words to equal the worth of one picture, but it is your picture and you can
choose exactly what you want it to look like down to the finest detail!

Untitled
Rachel Whiting

My work essentially values the simplicity and serenity which are found through using
the fundamental concepts of the medium, the ability for the camera to frame and isolate
a space. I am fascinated by the humanisation of the landscape, the way in which man
effects the nature through functional, and necessary intervention. In my work I describe
the textures formed by agriculture, the horizons on which lay the marks from machinery,
reservoirs elegantly constructed within an almost untouched landscape.
Man’s interventions contrasting, complementing and integrating with the elemental and
simple beauty of our natural environment. With a fascination found in the spaces which
form a fundamental part of our landscape and everyday living, these images are linked
not by specific geographical locations, but by the elemental themes of water, land and
sky. The photographs observe mans visual impact on the natural environment often
through the management of natural resources.

A beauty, seldom celebrated, seen through the simplicity of framed and isolated spaces,
the images describe an interpretation of these spaces revealing their beauty through
simplicity. It is rare to be given the opportunity to reflect on an entirely framed and
isolated space, the medium of photography offers one an ability to achieve this.
The simple and powerful aesthetic of colour, light and texture found within the landscape.
Each space is reduced to a minimum, all distractions are rejected. An appreciation of
simple structural forms whilst engaging aesthetic of colour, light, texture and line found
within the landscape are continuous themes revealed in these images.
Rachel Whiting
Click here to visit www.rachelwhiting.co.uk
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Untitled 2003

Could you begin by introducing
yourself and the different project's
you're currently involved with.
My name is Erik K. Skodvin, 25 years
old. I'm living in Oslo/Norway, studying
graphic design. I'm currently involved
in quite a lot of projects at the moment.
Naming a few: Design wise I'm currently
working on a new Machine Drum
website, as well as different Merck,
Narita (Merck sub-label) and Miasmah
related artworks. This all being besides
doing fulltime graphics work at school
(currently at 3rd year on westerdal
school of communication). Musically I've
kind of put down my whole xhale project,
even though I've got some stuff made up
I might release later on (with my first full
length called "slugabed" just put out as
free mp3s on Miasmah). My main thing
now is a new solo project, making
soundscapes, ambience and
experimental cinematics under the
alias of "Svarte greiner". A full length
is almost finished. As for Deaf center,
we are still working on our LP, though
this might take a bit more time than we
first expected. My 4/4 related alias
"Solitaire albread" is a bit on ice atm.
That about rounds up what's happening
for me now.

What's it like living and working in
Norway? Do you have any kind of
local scene to speak of? I very much
like living in Norway. I'm personally quite
fond of snow and cold weather really.
I find it very inspirational. As for working,
I'm still studying at the moment, so I'm
looking forward to finding out in the
future! The local scene is quite big,
especially the jazz/experimental scene.
We also get a lot of good artists here
through the excellent venue of bla!
I don't really know that many of the
people here, and I feel like I'm more in
contact with the international scene,
than the local one really.
You're one of over forty members of
TPOLM along side some other really
productive people such as Gabriel
Koch (Merck Records), Lassi Nikko
(Brothomstates) and Esa Ruoho
(Lackluster). Can you tell us a little
about the organization, what it does
and how you came to be involved?
Well, TPOLM is an international
organisation of people working with
different types of art. It all started as a
demoscene group in Finland back in the
mid-early 90's, where they made demos
in their very own style. I was always a
big fan of them back then, and wanted to
be a part of it. I can't exactly remember
when I joined, but I think I just suddenly
appeared on the member list after I had
made music for some intro's back in 2001
or so. I met them several times at
computer parties around Europe, getting
to know them, and sharing music and art.
They have been some of the biggest
inspirations to me through time, and I
thank them for that. Currently not too
much is happening, except talking and
sharing stuff over internet.

Your net-label Miasmah has put out
more than fifty releases by over thirty
different artists. How has the project
developed since its humble
beginnings 5 years ago? Miasmah has
evolved quite a lot through the years
actually, starting out as a simple project
for getting my tons of unreleased music
out to the people. I was pretty unknown
to most, and only got some of my tracks
out at my current net label home
"theralite" at the time. So I decided
to start up my own kind of net-label,
where I could release more stuff, and
also add some graphics and flash stuff
I was doing. People got interested in it
after a while, and suddenly it grew bigger.
I split it up in two sections (music and my
personal design works), and I got my first
graphic job as web designer for Merck
Records. I met Merck through TPOLM,
and suddenly I found myself doing lots of
different stuff for them. It really helped me
evolve as a graphic designer and
musician. I also met more artists, and
got them to release at Miasmah. When I
listen to the Miasmah catalogue now,
I see a huge improvement in musical
quality, and I hope to continue that trend.
At this time, I'm going to rethink, and try
to move away from the whole laidback
grooves/trip-hop style that Miasmah had
before. My musical taste has evolved,
and I think Miasmah should do the same.
As for future plans, I'm in the middle of
thinking stuff through, so it's hard to say
more about it.

What was it that first motivated you
to start producing music? Were there
particular artists or releases that kick
started an interest in making your
own tracks? It all started back in the
early nineties when some friends of
mine started getting into the demoscene,
and making stuff themselves. Being very
interested in computers from before,
I found this very interesting. It was
actually my friend and companion from
Deaf Center, Otto, who started doing
music in trackers like sound blaster
studio, and later Fast tracker2. He was
always pushing me to try it out for myself
too, and at some point I did! starting
off my musical career. (thanx Otto!).
Some of my first inspirations in music
were defiantly the old demoscene
people like dune (brothomstates), yolk
(crankshaft) and mellow-d (md/kschzt).
Can you tell us a little about how you
approach composition? Do you have
a routine process of working or is it
something that changes drastically
from project to project? I'm not really
sure about the answer to this myself,
since it can vary quite a lot. I can
however tell you that I'm not one of
those gear freaks that uses tons of
complicated programs and machines.
I guess sampling and experimentations
is a big part of my process.
In March 2004, Type records put out
the first tracks from your Deaf Center
project. How did this collaborative
project come about and how did you
make the subsequent link with Type?
Type was actually very central to starting
the Deaf Center project. It started with a
track of Otto's that I rearranged/remade.
At that time, John Xela was looking for
fresh sounds for type release's. Since I
was already hanging in the same internet
chat room channel on internet as he was,
I sent him the track at some point, and he
loved it. He said he wanted more of this
stuff for Type, and that's pretty much how
it all started. Now we are working on a
full length album to be released hopefully
sometime around autumn 05.

Make sure you check out the
impressive back catalogue
available to download for free
at Miasmah. (Mia050 is an all
time favourite and the perfect
soundtrack to a peaceful state
of mind. Mia049 is a more
upbeat introduction, capable of
lifting the lowest of moods.)
www.miasmah.com
http://xhale.planet-d.net
www.deafcenter.net
www.typerecords.com
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Young, Free and Si
ngle
Having appeared on TM Jukeís acclaimed album
‘Maps from the Wilderness’ (Tru Thoughts),
Rup (a rather unassuming name for a rapper) has
a solo 12’ and a 7’ in the shops. He is one third of
multi-national eccentrics The Born Again Heads.
Heís been pencilled in as one to watch so we went down to
his bedroom HQ in Camberwell to have a word.
Click here to download two of Rups finest MP3’s

Rup, what kind of a name is that for
a rapper?
Its short for Rupert. It’s a great name for a
rapper.
Not very ghetto though is it?
Yeah, Rupert is the most ghetto of
all names.
Did you have a very musical youth?
Well, I was actually in Musical Youth
as a session singer. Nah, I went to
Glastonbury every year from the age
of 12 to 16. I once went for an audition
to be the Milkybar kid, but didnít get it.
Have you always been into hip hop?
You seem to make a lot of references
to heavy metal in your lyrics.
Me and See used to be in a band at
school called the ‘Slush Fucks’. We had
to change the name for the school talent
show to ‘The Wrinkled’. I used to just
shout, kind of freestyle shouting.
Do you have any old rap names?
Eh, yeah loads. I used to be Dr. Brilliant.
See was called Jedi Knight!! I was Folo
the Brainchild for a week or two.
Your bedroom here is quite TV
orientated (two screens side by side)
Yeah, television, weed and bed the trilogy
of life.
You first came to public attention
on TM Juke’s longplayer ‘Maps of the
Wilderness’. How did that come about?
I met a small ginger man under a tree,
Tru Thoughts paid me £700 to come
and bring some credibility to their
Nu Jazz label. It was a good experience.
I got my tune heard by an eclectic bunch
of people. I’ve got the opportunity to
perform with a really sick band (TM Juke
Live band). You know, I’ve got my name
about to a variety of people who donít
buy hip hop! Some liked it, some hated it.
I was hoping this whole experience would
help me meet girls.

You’re 12’: ‘King Cnut’ is out now
on Hear Today Records.
Wow! You’ve really done your research!
Yeah, its out now, selling well, its in the
shops, its on the radio and its live on
road. It’s a combination of M.O.P. and
Slayer in its intensity, with the song writing
craftsmanship of Andy Ridgely and
George Michael. A classic slice of
awkward white boy hip hop.
What have we got to look forward
to in 2005?
Well, there’s a 7’ out on 27 Beats
featuring a whole host of assorted cats.
Every 7’ has got hand drawn labels.
They’re a bit harder to get hold of,
just in a few shops like Suspect
Packages, Scenario Records and
Rarekind. There’s a ‘Debut 75’ single
featuring Mr J and myself coming out
this year, so more vinyl action. More Hear
Today shit hopefully, Imagineers are the
ones to watch. You know I’ll be around.
www.heartodayrecords.com

If you'd like contribute to Multilink in any way or form,
please don't hesistate to get in touch. If you'd like to feature
your own work, write an article on someone else's or give
people an update on what your record label, design studio,
clothing company, etc is up to, give us a shout, we're nice
guys and we like to play with others, so go get yourself a
spade and climb into the sand pit.

Interview by Ferdy
What got you into this,
influences...the stages of Sixtoo..?
Well I was into reggae, punk rock and
graf before I got into hip hop. They acted
as gateways into it. Where I lived
in Toronto it was a Caribbean
neighbourhood, so my first passion was
dancehall and roots reggae. It wasn't
until there was a strong political
movement connected to it that I really
got interested in hip hop. Like the problack, militant groups, such as Xclan,
KMD and Lakim Shabazz who were
politicaly motivated, for me, it connected
with the passion and attitude of a lot of
Reggae I was into. The first wave of
hip hop I personally got into was DIY
oientated, indie stuff, although just a
label, the do it yourself ethic was the big

attraction. But when that started to fade
out I got a little bit more left of centre,
allowing my own freedoms to flourish.
Was this a natural progression?
Yeah I think so, when I first got into it I
was strictly about battle raps, New York
radio tapes, the Bronx, shit which every
hip hop kid grew up on. But living in
Canada where rock, skateboarding and
snowboarding is massive, their influence
spills over into most cultures, including
Hip Hop. I mean, I lived only four hours
from New York, so I regularly went off
into the city to hustle my tapes and make
connections. But it wasn't until New York
became really insular and closed off,
when the real first wave of indie hip hop
came in. If you weren't from New York

you couldn't get any publicity or
distribution. So, yeah I suppose it was
natural, but also slightly forced upon
outsiders like me.
Is that how/why Anticon formed?
I don't know if that was a direct
reaction to that stuff or it was just more
haphazard. Although in some ways it
was a response, I mean obviously
when Sole came out with those diss
records, it was a direct response.
And in retrospect maybe that didin't
need to happen. I think that a lot of
people, who weren't even directly
involved in Anticon where dragged into
the politics of it all, when they didn't
need to be. It took me years to be able
to perform in New York after that, which
had nothing to do with me.
So are you know consciously
distancing yourself from that mould?
Yeah, i think cats like Sage, Moodswing
and others who were putting it down
with Anticon at the beginning distanced
themselves before it ever became a
thing. I've always made music solely for
myself. My affiliations are strictly with
people I respect and want to build with.
Which is why I still work with Sage and
Signify. And I think more than anything
it's about keeping my own independence
than trying to distance myself from
anybody else's thing.
Do you still feel the isolation from
New York?
No not at all. Especially now that I’m
doing lots of stuff with Blockhead
and Signify. I get to tour there a lot.
But for me first and foremost home is
Montreal. There's a lot going on there.
love Montreal. Not just for Hip Hop,
but for Rock, avant-garde ,Jazz and
visuals artists that I can draw a lot of
inspiration from.
How does what your doing now
relate to what you were doing when
you started?
It's pretty far removed. I mean it all starts
with beat digging. What you're listening
to and know from me is a culmination
of years worth of finding records.
It's always been about not rocking the
same shit as other cats, as a result of
that I've gone a little bit left of centre to

achieve this. I mean when I'm beat
digging I look for music I genuinely like,
I've never really been into Jazz and Funk
stuff. If it is Jazz then it has to be avantgarde stuff, which appears heavily on
'Chewing on Glass', as well as a mixture
of a lot of music actual, French pop shit,
weird electronica. I think that comes
directly from being a beat head first
and foremost and finding new records
with beats/samples that have the same
kind of production values of a lot of the
records I like to sample with, whether its
David Axelrod or Serge Gainsberg. I try
to add something to the lineage of that
music, as well as trying to add
something new to what's going on in
hip hop right now. Also I think that hip
hop in the last 5 years has got super
bourgeois. I mean if you've got a Triton
you still need to go to a SSL studio
that costs $50 an hour to produce a
mainstream Hip Hop track. The bedroom
producer is being knocked out the box.
Everything that attracted me to Hip Hop,
in the first place is being stripped away
from it and it's a really unfortunate thing
for me. Whether or not there's cats still
out there who are dope or not, I mean
I like the Neptunes and get excited to
listen to Nas, but I don't like the idea you
have to pay up $500 to get into studios,
in order to produce a track. I'm first and
foremost a bedroom producer. I mean I
don't go to a studio, I make all my music
at home and that's a big part of it for me.
Do you feel your recent increase in
exposure might have an effect on
your individuality and how has this
process of making music changed
since you first started?
I think I'm just trying to build myself as
a producer, first and foremost. But it's
never been a concern really. It's weird
though cause everyone who I've worked
with over the last 10 years have all come
up in their own way. I Mean it's like when
I saw Buck 65 get playlisted on French
radio and Sage start to push really big
units I was like wow, this is crazy. I mean
these guys are my friends. I had no idea.
When the Anticon thing happened I
couldn't believe that it became so big,
like a movement, because it was just
a bunch of guys making music for
themselves. I think what it shows, is that

there is a need for an alternative at
all times no matter what's going on.
Whether true to form or not, left of centre
or not. I think the minute that you start
trying to define something it goes wrong.
Though within my music there's a
definite Sixtoo signature, I never try and
keep a signature for too long. I mean I
love samples and feelings and those
things I try to keep flowing in my music.
Has this progressed to a point now
where you don't feel the need to
express yourself with mcing?
No, I think more than anything I am just
really focused on being a producer right
now. I am always writing. In the last few
years I've gone through some really
heavy personal stuff. But the whole

diary raps genre thing, I'm trying to steer
clear of and predominantly just write
for myself when I'm being personal.
I'm really interested in doing a lot of
remixing at the moment. I've just done
some for Busdriver (Big Dada) and
Celph Titled (BronxScience).
How does your art work tie into what
you're doing with your music?
Well, it used to tie in a lot more. I mean
I've never had any formal training, it
spurned from basically painting trains.
I mean the last time I came over to
England it was to paint trains. It wasn't
to push my music. I think also, coming
from a graffiti writing background, you
know the minute you stop doing your
thing, the next minute you're

disappearing. That intensity, whether in
my art, music or life is a big part of who
I am, as far as my work ethic goes.
I mean they both definitely compliment
each other in certain ways. They come
from the same place. Though I've been
arrested enough times now painting, that
if I'm caught again they'll take away my
passport, which is a massive threat to my
music. So whatever intensity I'd be putting
into that I'm putting into music right now.
In the future and on a professional level
though, I'd like to do a lot of stuff with
Other and Lebroner (graffiti writers in
North America). I'd like to tour with them
doing visual installations, with my music.
I think it's a distinct possibility.
Who's your influences?
I like Beatnuts, those guys work on some
obscure shit. I mean when I started beat
digging, finding some of the records those
guys were listening to was close to what
I was listening to also. I like Bomb squad,
Diamond D, specifically a lot of the classic
Hip Hop producers, especially beat
digging producers. I mean I don't listen to
too much new music generally. The only
new music I check for now is Broadcast,
Blonde Redhead, that's about it. As far as
older stuff goes, I like a lot of French stuff,
prog rock, Kraut rock, stuff with beats
backing them up, a lot of processing,
but loop based, whether it has a lot of
repetition to it that stays in my mind. And I
like Avant-garde stuff, that's out there and
challenging to listen to, whether it's Jazz
or classical composure.

The future?
The Hobos are getting a record out,
Diibbs, signify Me, Slug, Brother Ali,
before the end of the year on
Ryhmesayers. And also just try and push
the live show format to its fullest potential
and give the North American perspective
on that whole scene. I mean I want go to
Japan and push it out there, that's a big
influence style wise. First and foremost
though I going to worry about just getting
on with making more music, instead of
worrying about how it's going to be
delivered before it's even finished.
Click here to visit www.sixtoo.net

Suridh Hassan sits down for
a chat about the making of
his documentary on Hip Hop
in Japan and his plans for
the future.

Click here to view the ‘Scratching The Surface’ trailer
Can you tell us a little about the origins of
Kwai Lo, how you guys got together, and how
you made the transition from there to going
out and making the film? Kwai Lo was
something a few of us started when we
were doing club nights and needed a
name to operate under. Back then there
was a DJ (Mr. Inside Outski) and couple
of mcs (Devise & HP). Maybe five or six
of us. A good little multicultural crew;
French, Swiss, Belgians, Italians,
London guys, Brighton guys, it was a
nice little mix. It was all about enjoying
the night and making the money back
to do the next one. The group evolved,
as people dropped off, other people
came on board and took things in
different directions.
Was there a relatively long period of down
time between the nights ending and making
your way to Japan to make the film?
We stopped doing the nights, got bored
and made t shirts. When the idea for the
film came about we needed to raise the
money for the production. It’s not a big
budget for a film company but it took
four of us about four months to come
up with the money to pay for it all.
After all agreeing, we sorted it, got
work, saved money and went to Japan.

Who were the four of you? Myself, Ryo
Sanada, Andy Edwards and Ben Adamo.
Where did the idea come from to do the
film? Had you been aware of a lot of stuff
going on over there to know it was going to
work/be worth while? I’ve listened to DJ
Krush for a long time, so that was a bit
of an inspiration, but we kind of wanted
to go out there and do it without Krush
because he’s already so big. With Ryo
being Japanese, he already knew a few
heads over there so it was kind of a
combination of him knowing some
people, me wanting to do a production
and both our interest in hip hop and
Japan. It just seemed a mutually
beneficial thing to go Japan and do
something productive.
There’s a really diverse range of people
featured in the film, from people working in
relatively commercially scenarios like DJ
workshops to guys just hanging out and
rhyming in their apartments. How easy was
it to find all these people and how did you go
about hooking it up? We were aware
of a few people over there, (one good
rapper I know here; Devise, has a friend
who has a little indie label in Kobe).
Ryo is from central to west Kansai area
and he knew a few people. Once we got

to Tokyo and got in contact with the
people we knew it just snowballed.
One important thing to make clear about
the film is that a lot of documentaries
go into depth and this is literally just a
glimpse of enough people doing enough
Hip Hop.
So you found most the people whilst you
were out there? One good example is
when we went to the DMC regional final
in Tokyo and were just like, ‘lets go and
chat to the top two’. The first one just
didn’t seem to up for it and we weren’t
going to push, but the second one,
Jif Rock, who happened to be teaching
at the school was just safe. He was like
‘yeah man come down. I teach at this
school. Take some shots, do whatever
and that turned out to be part of the film.

Although, in the film we see a lot of different
people doing a lot of different stuff, the one
common thing you notice is how motivated
everyone was to do their own thing and add
their own element to what’s going on.
Listening to peoples views throughout the
film you get the impression that some
people’s motivation is a direct reaction to a
feeling of dissatisfaction with what’s going
on around them. I’m not a huge fan of people
mimicking what others are already doing so
one of the interesting things for me was
watching the effort these guys were going to
in order to interpret things in their own way.
It was very reassuring to see people
acknowledge the real principles behind hip
hop as a culture, wanting to strip off all the
irrelevant layers from the western equivalent
that’s being imported and build something
that has a more direct meaning for them. Do
you think this plays a large part in the way
the scene is developing over there?
I think in all non-English speaking
countries there’s gonna be a level of
resistance towards an imposed imported
culture. I think the Japanese guys get
motivation and drive from the fact that
all the money they could be earning, is
going to people from abroad and little
goes to their own people. So now they

want to be involved with this on a
personal level and use it
to put food on their table but the
commercial image of hip hop is an image
of western hip hop. I was talking with
some Columbian guys and it’s the same
for them. In France they have laws that
govern the amount of foreign music that
gets played on the radio and instead
promotes French music. That, in turn
has a positive effect on the homegrown
music, as people are less reliant on
foreign music. That’s why France has
one of the biggest non-English speaking
hip hop scenes in the world.
Listening to Inden, one of the many mcs
interviewed in the film, he seems to be
very focused on pursuing a Japanese
interpretation of hip hop. He comments that
japans current hip hop is imported and it’s
time for them to develop their own
awareness of the culture. Inden from
Kansai (West Japan) and the rest of the
MS crew from Tokyo (Kanto) were very
much like ‘this is our thing, our hip hop’
it was very important to them. Also with
Baku, whether he was sampling
traditional Japanese music or something
like Pantera it was important to him that
he would do it in his own way. Inden
would explain that if he was to rap about
guns and money or other western ideals
it would have no relevance to him. He
needed to rap about stuff that meant
something to him.
To me hip hop is about finding your own
ways of doing things. It’s about how you
interpret what you see and what you choose
to do with the conclusions you draw.
These guys seem aware of that and it’s
really impressive to see such a conscious
effort to avoid just adopting all the
established cliches, wearing certain
clothes and behaving in a certain way.
There are also scenes in the film that
show people pursuing more conventional
routes such as Jif Rock giving turntable
classes. Both he and the girls that are
interviewed comment on how hip hop is
getting more recognised in the media.
At the same time, Dacchan comments that
people already seem to be over occupied
with competitions and forgetting the primal
interaction one can have on a personal level.
Would you say there’s less of a distinction in
Japan between a commercial and an
independent industry. I think, in some
ways the independent scene in Japan
is a lot more developed than the
independent scene in England.
I think they’ve benefited from the
commercial structure that’s already in
place. They’ve seen how a commercial
industry can operate on a domestic level
and taken that into account when
creating their own model.

Would you say that the commercial industry
over there is more credible than in the UK?
No, definitely not. It’s just more
organised. The machine is more refined!.
The people running the industry out
there know how to make money and this
provides a decent point of reference for
guys coming up from the underground.
I think there’s a more impressive work
ethic in their independent industry. UK
(heads), despite the image they market
themselves with, are pretty unorganised
and although they’re relatively successful
in terms of popularity, there are few
people living off their music. The problem
is that even with a superior model,
Japanese hip hop can only be more
successful on a domestic level. It’ll never
blow up internationally to the same
extent because of the language barrier.
Many Japanese people have some
grasp of English but the same is not true
the other way round.
Do you think the increased challenge is
what keeps the work ethic up?
I was really impressed at just how hard
the people out there were working at it.
Hip Hop is less acceptable in Japan so
you have people working harder.
So what have you been doing with the film
since you brought it back and edited it
together, etc?
We’ve showed it at the Raindance film
festival, Leeds film festival, Vancouver
international Hip Hop festival, we’d also
planned to show it in Toronto but we
got a rejection from them so, whatever.

It should also get shown this year at
a festival in Spain called Sonar and
inshallah at a festival in Amsterdam
called Black Soil . Ultimately, we’d like
get some of the heads featured in the
film over here for a tour, which we are
planning, because I know people would
enjoy it and those guys would love to
come over to show people that japan
heads do rap, break, graf and mix. I
know the DJs would go down well and
I’d like to get some mcs over too but that
may be a little more difficult Because
(As you know), this isn’t the most open
minded country right now.
What have the reactions been like so far,
do you get to speak to people much after
the screenings? People definitely seem
to have liked it. Some of the guys at
Raindance were very into it and a lot of
people have seemed quite impressed
that it’s was the first film we’ve put
together. It was important to us to do
this thing properly and make the most
of the opportunities we found when
we were out there. I feel proud to have
friends that are rappers and graf writers
and I have a huge amount of respect
for what they do and the graft they
put in. This project was as much about
approaching people in the right way and
letting them communicate their ideas
to us, as it was about us making a film
to show something we’re into (and also
actually show some skill). Hopefully it
works on both levels. When all the
editing was done and the film was
finished I went back over to Japan for

a few weeks and showed it to a few of
the guys that are featured. Everyone
seemed pleased with their parts and that
was something I was well happy about.
Let’s move on and talk about what’s next
for you guys. What’s in the pipeline?
I’m hearing rumours of ties developing
with the RareKind gallery, is there anything
going on there? RareKind is an inspiration
to me and a lot of people I know, just in
terms of how to work at something you
want to do and actually pay your bills by
doing it. It’s amazing watching The Shop
and bein involved whenevaer I can. I
truly believe they could be the best thing
to come out of this country in a long
time, a bunch of hard working people in
a little corner of the UK, hand painting
clothes, hand painting canvas’s, putting
out independent music, doing all this
different stuff and constantly building
on it. I’ve know D. for a while now.
He’s always up for doing something a
little bit different and I’m looking to take
this film making, in a certain direction so
the next step is going to be a new, more
solid production company called Studio
RareKwai. It’s going to be a collaborative
project involving some of the original
crew from the Japan film along with some
new friends of ours such as Agitprop
films who helped lots in the edit of the
film. Hopefully it should turn out to be an
interesting little sideline for the Rare Kind
empire. There’s a few writers I know that
want to get into film production and are
getting into it, and this provides everyone
involved the opportunity to start getting
involved in some stuff together.
What’s first on the list then?
I’m not feeling like I’m quite done with
this international Hip Hop thing yet.
I’d like to do a little series where we
can move from country to country
exposing different scenes and crews,
but that costs money. Everyone likes to
see nice scenery and to listen to good
music so I think that could definitely work
out well and I know there’s enough good
stuff out in the world worth covering.
We’ve recently been linking these
Columbian rappers called Zona Marginal
who’ve been funded partly by amnesty
international to come over here and
give talks in lots of different communities
up and down the country. One of our
StudioRK people; Mariella, is the Zona
Marginal tour manager and I know she’s
also up for producing some good docu’s.
At the moment we’re also trying to hook
up some funding to work with some free
runners from Paris. But right now I’m just
quite into trying to keep things moving
and as international as we can and with
all the shit that’s going on in the world
right now, I think it’s worth promoting a
little bit of global unity.

www.studio-rarekwai.com
www.agitpropfilms.com

alexyoung01@yahoo.co.uk
www.rarekind.co.uk

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED
WITH FILM MAKING?
I have been shooting film since I was 14 when I got
hold of my dadís super 8mm camera. He travelled
worldwide with his job and would come back with films
from China or Africa and I was hooked on getting my
hands on his camera. I think the first film I made was
called ‘Thingie’ where I animated a yellow alien cushion
killing off my friends and mum.
WHAT ATTRACTS YOU TO MOVING IMAGE
AS A MEDIUM?
Because film is such a versatile medium and its
parameters are so broad. There are endless possibilities,
from directly growing mould on the film to vast multi-million
dollar epics and I find this very exciting. In terms of what I
like to do, capturing an atmosphere or feeling rather than to
tell a strict linear narrative is very interesting. The freedom
of non-linear computer editing also means that traditional
processes have greatly evolved offering more scope for
experimentation and playing with linear structures.

COULD YOU EXPLAIN A LITTLE ABOUT SOME OF THE
PROCESSES YOU USE TO DEVELOP YOUR IDEAS?
You can’t create something dynamic if there’s no dynamic to start
with so good ideas and material are essential. With recent projects
my starting point has been to collect footage with a very loose theme
in my mind and then take the material back to the studio to begin
forming a structure instead of writing a script or storyboard. I often
go out to collect footage and then return to the studio to edit before
all the footage is gathered so I can determine what else to shoot,
footage wise. It gives a clearer mental picture of how the material will
evolve in the edit. I always think of editing while shooting and how
the material can be used and manipulated.
WHAT WAS THE LAST THING YOU COMPLETED?
Some 30 second idents for a documentary on Panna football for Nike.
DO YOU HAVE A VERY DIFFERENT WAY OF APPROACHING
WORK YOU’RE DOING FOR SOMEONE ELSE AS OPPOSED
TO YOUR MORE PERSONAL PROJECTS?
Sure. When it’s your own project you can spend as much time as
you want to get it right and also there is absolute creative freedom.
The room for experimentation is greater. With a commission or
contract job the need to work to deadlines and follow a brief is far
stricter and the luxury of time is not there.

HAS YOU ATTITUDE TOWARDS WHAT YOU’RE DOING CHANGED
MUCH SINCE YOU FIRST STARTED?
I became very disillusioned with film making when I left film school as the
economics of it were way beyond my means for what I wanted to achieve,
so I spent ten years doing club visuals and design, graphic design,
gathering super 8mm footage, painting, illustration, music, whatever I
could do on a minimal to zero budget. This has given me a great archive
of material to source from with my visual work now.
CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT ANY PARTICULAR THEMES OR SUBJECT
MATTER THAT YOU FIND ESPECIALLY INTERESTING TO WORK
WITH RIGHT NOW?
I try to look around as much as possible to get ideas and stimulus. I am
very excited by spontaneous and unintentional aesthetics such as billboards
covered in layer after layer of weathered ripped posters or double yellow
lines painted over cracked uneven roads. The textures can be so surprising
and dynamic. Some of the best art is stuff that doesn’t even know its art.
Cinema, particularly from Japan, South America, Korea and France is
exciting for me as the formulas, sub themes, political undertones and
approaches are very different from, say, Hollywood. Takeshi Kitano,
Jan Svankmajer, Miike Takashi, Kinji Fukasaku and David Lynch are
some of the directors who interest me greatly. I don’t mind dark themes
and extreme material as long as it has a genuine place in the movie I’m
watching. I don’t like extreme for the sake of it but I do like to be challenged
and taken to realms I haven’t seen before in a movie. I love films where I
have no initial idea of what is going on and have no idea where it will go
in the next scene. It is a pleasure to ride on a film even when it is
unfathomable waiting for the moment when it ties itself together.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR CINEMA ILOOBIA?
There are a lot of interesting projects about
at the moment. Currently I am working for a
production company which is doing a series
for MTV so this is new territory for me.
There is an animated film which has been
ongoing for about 3 or so years which I am
making with Max and Harvey from Ninja
Tune and we really want to wrap that up.
And sometime I would like to make a movie
about a guy who breeds giant sea monkeys.
www.basikproducts.com
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD AND
WATCH CINEMA ILLOBIA’S PROMO
FOR THE TRACK ‘PROCESSIONAL’
BY NOSTALGIA 77.

Initiated into the realms of the broken beat at the tender age of 12 by a tape from a
friend's older brother, Tim found a path he loved so much he managed to more
than double his age without deviating from it. The route has been eventful and
varied, embracing a rich harvest of musical styles and projects, from leading
orchestras and choirs to his late-teen turntable fanaticism, from composing title
themes and scores for TV shows to releasing an impressive number of singles
and EPs on some widely renowned drum & bass, techno and electronica labels.
Tim’s genre-transcending versatility has allowed him to study an MA in electroacoustic composition, going on to win prizes in international composition
competitions, while contemporaneously rustling up the kind of twisted drum &
bass that has wiped the floor with punters and savvy journalists alike. In true Exile
style, Tim’s excellent musical craftsmanship goes well beyond his composition.
Dissatisfied for many years with the severely limited performance possibilities
of the turntables, and in spite of his deftness as a DJ, Tim eschewed the steel
mammaries in order to pursue his performance nirvana: the solution that would
allow him to do what his frustrated motor neurones most dearly wanted. After a
couple of years of intensive and scrupulous development, and the sale of all limbs
superfluous to composition and performance, he emerged blinking, clutching
his mysterious silver box. The synergetic force created on stage by this humanmachine duo is formidable. His combination of skills has led on to DSP and patch
programming work for music software companies such as Native Instruments.
Not content with merely unleashing his own ideas upon the unsuspecting world,
Tim has also collaborated with a variety of artists in an attempt at getting his
finger into every musical pie. Eager to increase his dancefloor mastery, Tim has
also collaborated with DJ and MC Temper D (Renegade Hardware, G2) to create
the kind of addictive, pounding, relentless drum & bass that is the stuff of parents’
nightmares and punters’ dreams. Tim has worked with long-standing friend John
B on many occasions, with the pair united in their quest to stamp out generic
drum & bass and bring more quirkiness to the electronic scene. Current projects
include a collaboration with Ram’s latest hotshot Subfocus and a track with Evol
Intent. Tim’s latest accolade is winning a prestigious competition run by the
V&A museum in London, creating a site-specific composition for the temporary
exhibition ‘Shhh!’ In the coming months, Tim has an exciting schedule. There’s a
stinking pile of releases set to hit the shops in the next few months on labels
ranging from Cristian Vogel’s experimental techno imprint Mosquito, US edit
jungle hellraisers Evol Intent, Exile’s long-time home Beta Recordings, Ram
offshoot Frequency and out-there stalwart Mu-Ziq’s label Planet-Mu. There are
numerous live dates coming up in the UK, ranging from out-and-out drum & bass
nights to experimental improvised noise gigs, and a tour of Australia, New Zealand
and South East Asia with John B is also in the pipeline.

An hour of Sunday morning
nonsense in the front room
with Tim Shaw (aka. Exile).
Can you begin by telling us something
about your first introduction to music.
How did you first get interested?
I think it would be fair to say my initial
interest was in sound rather than music
and most the stories about that are
anecdotes passed down from my mother.
I used to get fits of the giggles when a
car went past my old house when I was
really small. I just found it intensely funny,
the movement that was suggested by
the sound it made. I found it so weird to
hear the sound of something going past
without actually seeing it happen. It gave
me the opportunity to illustrate the event
with my own imagery instead of seeing it
exactly as it was.
So when you first started
experimenting with making music,
was it initially experiments with
sound that then lead to a later stage
of introducing composition to the
process? My first experiences of
playing with stuff electronically were
fucking around with old tape machines,
you know, shirty class room style tape
machines and just speeding the tapes up
and recording bits with my sister, just us
speaking and saying silly stories and
trying to get the tape to go backwards
and bouncing the results down to
another tape player. I suppose my first
experiences were just docking about,
more sort of sound games than
specifically structured composition.

Can you identify a point at which you
started to get interested in arranging
the results of these games into
something that resembled a
compositional process? Yeah definitely.
It was upon discovery of the school
recording studio. Before ever committing
anything to tape, I did a lot of messing
around, there’s a lot to learn and this
is way before the ‘music by numbers’
revolution. There was no software like
acid or fruityloops to provide a simple
basic introduction to electronic music.
Everything was separate bits of kit that
weren’t really designed to do what I
wanted to achieve which is quite the
opposite of software nowadays because
now the most simple software is set up
to achieve what you might want to do
before you even start playing with it.
So after a while of messing around with
some synths and finding, not nessecerily
a palette of sounds but perhaps more a
palette of techniques with which to
create sounds using the equipment I had,
I started just putting stuff down on tape.
I didn’t have a sequencer at this stage
so it’s kind of difficult really to call it
composition, I think a lot of the time it
was more like slightly prestructured
improvisation really because what I’d
do was I’d play a loop on the keys or the
drum pads for six minutes and then just
do the same with another sound over the
top and just layer things up. When it went
down to dat at the end it would basically
be me having plugged things into each
other with little effects loops, fed back
delays and things running in to the filter
input on the synth and so on and I’d just
be muting things in and out and fading
them in, so it is composition in a sense
but not in the way I think of it now.
Not so much writing a particular piece
but more just playing with and
manipulating different parts? Yeah
Were there any particular musical
influences for you at this stage,
what were you listening to?
When I was really young it was all
classical, I remember lots of Handel,
baroque stuff I was introduced to by my
parents up untilthe age of about ten.
I started playing the violin when I was
about six and with the exception of a bit
of radio one on a Saturday morning on
the way to the swimming pool, classical
was all I was exposed to.

Do you still play the violin now?
Sometimes, from time to time. I’m not half
as good as I used to be but sometimes
I do. It's generally not by choice but if
there’s a string part that has to be done
that has to sound real then I’ll do that.
I know you’ve said in the past that you
don’t listen to a lot of other peoples
music but there must have been times
when you’ve been interested in what
other people are producing. I get very
enthusiastic about one thing, that’s
generally the way I work. There was
The Future Sound of London and I
remember going through a three to
four year phase of almost pathologically
believing that nobody else made better
music than them.
Based on which album, Lifeforms?
No I thought Lifeforms was good but I
think Dead Cities is their strongest album
because it’s got such a rich variety of
songs. For a longtime I thought that was
well beyond the benchmark and then it
was Aphex Twin.
What sort of period of Aphex Twin
work are we talking about? Druqs.
That’s when I really discovered my
penchant for the virtuoso basically and it
came out around the time I started doing
my masters in electro acoustic
composition. I was on a big mission to
really develop my abilities to be exact
with sound and not just exact but also
find all the musical gramatical tools that
I wanted to have to express the music
in my mind. At the time Druqs was the
epitome of what a virtuoso work could be.
The concept of the virtuoso is quite poetic
to me I think. I equate it not just with
good grammar but perhaps with the
creative use of words. '54 Cymru Beats'
is still the ringtone on my phone.
I remember hearing that and thinking
that it had a sense of movement that I
hadn’t really heard before and that I was
trying to achieve. Up until that point I
hadn’t heard any electronic music that
had such a highly choreographed sense
of intensity in that it seemed to lend itself
to having a human body describe it.
The nature of writing electronic music is
that it’s a dialogue between you and the
machine; you say something, it responds
and you respond to what it says by
making changes to it or moving on or
doing something else. I think that the
ability to communicate with your
machines, to both have control over it
and understand what it’s giving back to
you, therein' lies the ability of a virtuoso
and the ability to be absolutely precise
with what you’re doing.
Has your work always been released
under the the name Exile? Yeah, I’m
starting releasing as Tim Exile nowadays
because the name exile was chosen for
a Drum and Bass release and that was
the norm at the time. I’ve always had
this somewhat eronious feeling of duty to
conform to the norm by doing something
releasonably normal so I chose a
reasonably normal name for a Drum
and Bass release and it’s kind of stuck
but I quite like the idea of being Tim Exile
because I feel there’s a lot more Tim in
the music now.

Can we get names and dates for some
of the releases? The first one, on Beta
recordings was ‘Fatal exception’ and
another track called ‘Undergrowth’ that
came out in spring summer 2000 then
there were two eps on moving shadow,
each with four tracks on. One came out
in 2001, one came out in 2002. I think the
first was the ‘Bad diet’ EP and the second
was the ‘Don’t forget X’ EP. After that
I did another single on Beta called
‘tickertape’ with another track called ‘the
other side’ on the other side, then some
other bits that you can go and find on my
discography because I’m really bad at
remembering all these things.
What were your experiences like
working with the labels like Beta and
moving Shadow? How did you first
get involved with them and how aware
were you of what they were doing
at the time, would you say you were
making music to fit there mould in
any way? Kind of. In the case of Beta
recordings, I met John B while he was
promoting a night where I was at
university. He had left the year before
I’d started but was still coming up to
promote the night once every couple
of weeks and I suppose I saw a captive
audience there and thought why don’t
I make some drum and bass. I did it with
a friend of mine initially and then for the
final version, I ended up doing pretty
much all of it myself. The guy I was
working with was a kind of songwriter and
writing drum and bass with a songwriter
is a bit odd. So I made this drum and
Bass track over a holiday and gave John
a tape. At the time he was just setting up
Beta recordings and said, ‘Yeah, I’d like
to release it' and I went ‘Fucking Yes
Mate' and it went from there.
Was this club you were going to your
first introduction to the kind of
situation in which this sort of music
was being played? Yeah. I’d been to a
couple of Drum and Bass nights before
but not that often.
How old are you now? 25
Would you say you’ve gain a lot from
the being involved with record labels?
I don’t know. I suppose a certain degree
of sinicism. Nowadays if someone signs
a record from me I almost think about
it as being there property now, its almost
like selling a picture or something.
Not that I’ll never listen to it again,
because I do but I tend to think it’s up to
them how they want to present it, which
is probably a bit lazy. I find the whole
process slightly disheartening, especially
now, with the state of record sales. I think
to date, my drum and bass release have
always been a little bit different, they've
always had something a little bit odd in
them and it’s always slightly frustrating
that they have generally sold less copies
because of that. Although there is
certainly a small core of people who are
really into different stuff, who do actively
seek out stuff like that.

I think drum and bass as a genre is
like that, it can be very generic style of
music in terms of most of what’s put
out there. Anything that, market wise,
is lead by 12’ releases rather than
albums is lead by being relatively
generic I suppose. Do you feel that
moving in the direction you’re going
now will provide a much more suitable
situation for you to be in? Definitely.
Completely. I sometimes wonder why it
took me so long to get around to actually
pursuing stuff. I mean, I have been
pursuing really different stuff for about
three years or so now and it’s been quite
difficult to break through. I remember
going to Sonar last year in 2003 with lots
of CDs of more experimental stuff I’d
done and passing out to loads of people
and absolutely nothing happened. I spent
most of the festival introducing myself
to people and handing stuff out and
absolutely nothing came of it what so
ever, which was a shame.
You come across as being far more
interested in your own perception of
what you’re doing than worried about
how other people perceive it. It seems
to be more about the function of the
music for you and your participation
with it which I think is a very sensible
way to be orientated about it. I think
your right. I’d never really thought about
it in that sense but at the moment the
personal role of my music in my life has
changed quite a lot, mostly because of
the live show. I think the live show is
beginning to reach a new level of maturity
and a new level of freedom that I haven’t
had in performing since playing the violin,
but even then that wasn’t the same,
what I’m doing now is improvisation.
It's interesting seeing how that ties in
with my everyday life, being someone
who's actually almost meek and quite
polite in everyday life and having this
other side, I’d use the word zeitgeist
but I don’t actually know what it means.
When I go on stage I’m finding the power
to say and do things and kind of express
my demon or what have you and that’s
been really important to me not just as
a musician but as a person recently.
I’m finding myself feeling increasingly
comfortable about incorporating things
that I’m thinking about into the music I’m
writing, and not just thoughts in terms of
the music, also just my sort of stream of
nonsense. I’m finding myself compelled
to say things that just come into my head
on my music, in the background or in the
foreground. I’m finding there’s a sort of
meeting of, I can’t really say minds
unless I’m skitzsophrenic but there’s a
kind of meeting of ideas that didn’t really
meet before. We’re both there running
concurrently and probably wanting to say
the same things but with a completely
different system of expression. On one
side I'm editing bits and coming up with
these highly sculpted phrases with beats,
basslines and atmospherics all chisled
in together and moulded into this one
thing with a really nice expression.
Now I’m finding more and more that I’m
recognising a link between this and a
kind of speech with broken meaning.
This funny nonsense thing that I’ve got
going on.

Like you’ve found a new mode of
expression to an idea you already
had? Yeah, I think they both reflect each
other. There’s also an expression of
bodily movement involved. What I’ve
found really liberating about doing the
live thing is that I’ve always had the urge
to make gestures to my music and to
other peoples music. Actually describing
things with your hands.
Do you think all these elements have
always been there but through the
performance side of things you’re now
finding a way to bring them together?
Maybe when you’re on your own you
can’t really use the prestructured
phrases in the same way because
your normal involvement with them
is composition and construction.
Once you’re out and performing your
music to other people you're finding a
new involvement through the delivery,
something you can’t really have on
your own because you can’t really
deliver it to yourself? I started off
playing a lot of complete finished tracks
and mangling them, sort of improvising
within them but generally they were very
much recognisable as the original tracks
just rehashed live. The last couple of
shows I’ve done, I’ve found myself
playing some of my more detailed work
and almost trying to explain what I’m
saying in the music with physical
gestures, responding to the music in
such a way that incourages a sense
of synergy, a dialogue between my
movements and the sounds coming from
the equipment.
Tell us about your education. After
primary school, I went to a secondary
boarding school in the middle of
nowhere, out in the cotswolds which
was cool, a very weird kind of lefty public
school. I then took a year out and worked
in a hotel as a receptionist, saved up the
money to buy samplers and what have
you. I then went to Durham University
to study a BA in Philosophy where I
got a 2:1. I did my dissertation on the
difference between music and noise
and got a double first for it and then
went on to do my masters to try and
buy some time.
How did you come across the masters
in electro acoustic studies? I new
people in the music department at
Durham and I did a module in the final
year of my degree on electro acoustic
studies so that kind of lead me into it
along with the fact they had some good
toys there. They had an interesting way
of looking at electronic music. It was
quite backward in a lot of ways, not
necessarily backward but conservative
maybe. I played the professors some
Aphex Twin a couple of times and they
made some irrelevant comments like
"they're using some very clicky envelopes
aren't they", they didn't seem to be as
enthusiastic about the music as the
theory behind it.
What did you spend the duration of
the time doing? Programming reactor,
learning how to use Csound, doing a
lot of just playing around with sounds.
I didn't actually write a lot, I had quite
a dry year as far as writing finished stuff
goes. It wasn't until towards the end of
the year that I started to actually finishing
things. I spent a lot of time listing to
music though, went out to do a lot of
field recording, it was a very exploratory
period really.

Tell us a little about sensible footwear.
Sensible footwear was something I set up
essentially because I realised I couldn't
make enough money from just doing
whatever I wanted to, a reasonable
observation to make at the age of about
22 I think. I knew I still wanted the
freedom timewise that if i have a real
yearning to do something then I'm able
to drop everything and do it should I wish.
So I set up this thing which is basically
a bank account and started trying to get
work doing freelance production stuff.
I did a lot of arranging karaoke backing
tracks for songbooks for a while,
I've done a few bits and bobs of library
music and some programming stuff for
native instruments who make reaktor.
I did some consultancy at my old school
actually, for their music tech department.
I've scored a tv series on T4. Music for
TV and film is the next port of call, that's
what's taking off at the moment. I didn't
really set up sensible footwear with
any specific plans to turn it into a big
production house employing lots of
people. I never really intended it to be
anything but a sole trader affair and my
original idea was that I wanted to do stuff
to picture or at least stuff that envolved
bespoke composition because that's what
I find enjoyable. I can write in a lot of
different styles and it's quite fun to do.
If someone wants a psy-trance track, as
much as I'm not really into my psy-trance
it's quite fun to have to make a track in
that style as long as at the same time
I'm still getting occasional jobs when
people are asking me to do something
really weird.

It must be a healthy balance to
maintain, to remind yourself of the
contrast and what it is you're actually
interested in. It's funny, I learnt a lot
from doing the karaoke backing tracks
because although musically pop music
is almost unbearable, the production
standards are very high and from what
I've read of interviews with pop music
songwriter/producers teams and so on,
they quite often spend about half a day
writing a song, half a day recording the
song and then about three or four days
mixing and engineering. The real quality
in pop music is in the engineering.
Some of it is absolutely exquisite. I did
a sound-a-like for Britney Spears 'Toxic',
one of pop musics exceptions in that it's
actually a really good song, the whole
thing is just exquisitely engineered, the
actual sound of it and how the mix goes
together. Good mixing is essentially
just how to bring out the power of a raw
recorded piece of music. I think it comes
back down to the good grammar and the
virtuoso thing. Being able to be accurate
and spot the little things.
What's up with your new album on
planet mu? There's various possible
plans at the moment along with the idea
of trying to incorporate the live show in
some way, there's going to be a single at
beginning of this year and then the album
should follow mid summer but I'm still
working on material. I've already sent
Mike (Paradinas) a lot to select from and
I think he kind of wants to present some
of my more normal drum and bass stuff
in the context of my more experimental
or challenging stuff.
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From Worthing to Godalming to Ipswich, then back to Surrey, then to Hove actually.
This fancy fingered man of the brush never falters, when preaching the lurb and
fighting off godzilla with the ancient powers of tea and cake.
click here to visit www.dangibbs.co.uk

Ladies and gentlemen, after many years of dedicated research Professer Von der
Clinkenhoffen has finally released his findings and conclusions. Obviously his findings
will influence many future generations of illustrious company managers and the like,
and would not ordinarily be released to the likes of us for several years, but luckily I
tapped his headquarters and am able to release his findings directly to you before
anyone else.
Professor Von clinkenhoffen made several seminal studies into the usefullness of
using Voodoo in business situations. He discovered that the meetings were wrapped
up far more quickly when Voodoo was used as a decision-making tool than similar
meetings held with absolutely no aid from Voodoo whatsoever.
Example one: the Betterware product design meeting. Meetings to design the next
range of betterware had been held since 1976, yet the only product to be released
as a result of these meetings was a small plastic spoon, which was subsequentally
recalled due to melting issues. The cost of these meetings was estimated to be
roughly $35 million dollars, comprising 5,500,000 sandwiches, 375,000 flasks of tea,
125,000,000 biscuits and 10,000,000 paper doilies. This created major issues,

especially as all was packaged in betterwares main rival's packaging, making the other
company infinitely profitable and betterware close to collapse. Von der Clinkenhoffen
was called in to solve this issue on January 19th 2002.
After 15 mins of deliberations about the agenda, he was seen to spring into action,
wringing the neck of a small chicken, tearing it into shreds, and hurling shreds of it
into the faces of startled betterware executives. A viscous mass remained, which
Von der Clinkonhoffen demonstrated would not fit into any of the betterware containers.
A new range was born.
From that moment on they adopted von der Clinkenhoffens' methods, not batting
an eyelid when he progressed through the animal chain from pig to goat to
small orangutang, which led to a range of different-sized betterware culminating in
the "carry-a-child" range ideal for storing those troublesome tykes in an ergonomically
efficient way.
It was however von der Clinkenhoffens motivational techniques which were awarded
the most praise, and which are probably most relevant to us today. Nine times out of
ten he found that the process of gripping a live chicken in his mouth, biting it savagely

By Mike Hirst

enough to draw blood then shaking it violently (to "anoint" the board members) made the
decisions get taken 500% more quickly. Equally, sharpening a large set of knives whilst
muttering incomprehensible oaths helped draw the meeting to a close in under 5
minutes, a vast improvement on the previous record of 3.5 days.
Equally, voodoo seemed to get round many of the difficulties a modern employer faces
today; a red cross daubed in blood on a persons desk would often result in them leaving
the organisation very abruptly for example, thus cutting short the long process of forcing
them slowly out against their will by making their lives intolerable. Gargling blood
increased the respect matrix by 1,000%, whilst the production of small dolls (compelte
with pins) of every member of the workforce dramatically increased the productivity ratio
(particularly after poor Brian's disobedience and subsequent agonizing fate).
It wasn't just confined to this, however: voodoo made a dramatic difference when
negotiating with clients and suppliers, and even directly influenced certain stockbrokers
to boost up the share price dramatically via voodoo intimidation: it can be safely said that
voodoo has improved every aspect of Betterwares business and even caused the main
rivals factory to mysteriously dissappear in a large mystical fire (the police took one look

at the sacrificed elephant winched up onto the telegraph pole outside the premesis
and decided to take the "accident" at face value).
Therefore, I urge you all to take up voodoo and improve your own, and your
companies, fortunes dramatically. Start off slow, perhaps with a guinea pig or a small
hen at a low-key meeting; before long you will get the reputation and the rewards you
all deserve!
May I also take this opportunity to bring my new excerise craze to your attention;
voodoocersize! Yes you too can now lose weight the fun way - and improve your
fortunes dramatically in the process. Sign up with me today and lose weight the
voodoo way!!!
*Bring your own animals - nothing larger than a horse please due to the floors weight-bearing capacity!*

Thank you for viewing. Please subscribe to the mailing list on the website for news and
updates about the next issue. We aim to make this magazine a quaterly publication,
so look out for issue two around April/May.

